
Facebook Targets Target tasked by [undisclosed] - FBT5
Remote viewed by Anita Ikonen - Method EEC
Target 459512
Today March 25, 2019
Start 11:32 PM

Target by [tasker] in Facebook Group
What image will I post tomorrow night? #459512

RV Today March 25 2019
Start 11:32 PM

location: sofa, living room, family home in Sweden
quiet around me no people around, I am tired because it is late

Wow! Blue water waves! I saw the waves bouncing up and down! The waves move just a little bit 
side to side but these are not traveling waves, these are not the kind of waves you would typically 
find that traverse the ocean in one direction or that would make these tall sweeping periodic waves. 
These are little waves that are reaching upward in a rapid fashion, shifting a little bit side to side, 
they are like a nest of little baby birds reaching upward with their beaks. This is not the element I 
was expecting, if I knew to expect anything! 

There is a golden sun that is setting in the horizon into the sea, it moves quickly down so we can 
barely see it and it moves quick so we have to hurry if we are to catch it, yellow in color not golden. 

There is a bowl or a dish floating on the waves on the right side, it sweeps along and around on the 
water, its shape reminds me of the shape of the yellow sun semicircle only that it is turned at 90 
degrees from the sunset. 

Something red sunk down into the sea, it formed bubbles as it dove. It has a red tubing. Was like a 
human diver that went down and held its nose to dive. 

The diver exhales air out of its mouth. 

The diver is standing on a trampoline board with bare legs and bare feet, legs pressed against each 
other in the middle and getting ready to jump in. The diver is wearing a one-piece swimsuit which 
implies it is a woman. 

11:48 PM Secondary stage. 

Notes: Revision of my RV procedure. From now on, first initial stage, then secondary stage. 
Secondary stage starts with "tap all the listed elements", then we do "probe all the listed elements". 
Tapping is a first approach and also finds new - secondary - elements. It is good as a soft start to 
secondary stage before the more thorough probing, and also good to separate the tapping from the 
real actual probing, so probing is more than a tap, probing is to touch and feel all the sides. 



Tap done. Probe. 

Probe red element: It slides down on the water. Probe all sides, top and bottom of red element: The 
diver sinks under the water and air bubbles rise up from her nose. Stay with her as she is under the 
water: One arm reaches up toward the surface, the other arm does not. She fell backwards and it 
feels as if she hit her head. She brings her knees up against her body and holds the legs in place with 
her hands behind the knees to make her body into a ball. Probe the woman swimmer: She is 
traveling and moving fast on the water. 

Probe the board she is standing on on the water: The board floats. Aha! The board is the dish bowl 
element I said earlier! She sun shines here warm. We are moving around and turning in the counter 
clockwise direction on the horisontal plane at the elevation of the water's surface. The woman has 
the red tubing into her mouth but the tubing is mostly at least on the outside but connects to her 
mouth. Probe red tubing: Bubbles come out of it! And the woman smiles with her teeth showing! 
She dives into the water, she reaches her arms forward with the arms against each other and she 
dives down hands and arms first and head first. 

Probe the woman: She rises up to the yellow half-circle that is in the shape of the letter D. Probe the 
yellow element: It sinks down or is placed down against the water's surface. It swirls around on the 
water but it does not sink down into the water. A woman can stand up on the yellow D-board. 
Probe the D-board, what material is it made of: It feels really very cold on her skin in the cold water, 
she has got goosebumps on her arms. And water did not go into her nose. Probe the D-board: It 
wants to sink down into the water. It is the same shape as her smile. It is connected to the red tube. 
The red tube makes the shape of a J. 

Probe the J-tubing: Air bubbles come out of it and rise up toward the water's surface. 

The red board is a floating board that one can get up on. Water droplets fall on it and glitter on it in 
the sunlight, it is wet with water droplets on the surface above the water. It is stuck I cannot push or 
move it. It is stuck to something black. 

Probe all sides of red board: It is indented in the center front, giving it a peculiar shape I will draw it. 
Kind of shaped like a chair. 

Things move on the water's surface on this target. What are those things, find one: Someone stands 
on top of it. The person then dives and bubbles rise up. 

For target identity, find the identity of the floating red board: The diver dives down and a rope is 
attached around her ankles and the rope pulls her back up again in a strange loop. 

12:18 midnight I end the session here. I could go further but it is later and the target feedback will 
be posted soon. The report thus far should be able to show if there is a correlation to target or not, 
and any additional material from further work would anyway not change what we have as the 
foundation of this report so far. Meaning, I could have gone further for more details or toward a 
definitive target identity, but what we have so far should be sufficient to check against correlation 



to target. 

First guess: We are at a water park amusement park with water slides. 
Second guess: Swimming pool with a trampoline and a swimming pool (I could have tasted the 
water to see if it tastes like chlorine or sea water or like fresh water, but I have ended the session so 
it's ok to not know) 
Third guess: Out at sea swimming and diving a bit. 
Fourth guess: Any kind of swim acrobatics made by a woman in a bathing suit. 

12:22 midnight End notes. 

#459512
ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. Several blue waves moving up periodically fast, the waves shift a bit side to side but these are not 
traveling waves. 
P. There is traveling going on in the water, and bubbles are in the water. 

IE. Yellow sunset moving quick behind the horizon. 
P. We can grab this yellow board like a surfboard or snowboard and lie with our chest on it and grab 
its sides with our hands and ride forward on the water. 

IE. Bowl or dish floating on the waves sweeps along. 
P. Water gushes sssshhhhh swirls around. 

IE. Human diver sank down under the water, held its nose and bubbles rose up. The diver exhales air 
out of its mouth. Stands on the trampoline with bare legs and feet, wears a one-piece swimsuit 
which implies it being a woman. 
SI. Human inhales air and holds their breath. 
P. Feels cold on their skin, has goosebumps from the cold water. The body feels shaking because of 
the cold water, at this time is out of the water but on the surface. The body is part of the yellow 
board it is on. 

IE. Red tubing at the diver. 
P. We are on a waterslide. Makes the shape of a J. 

IE. Trampoline board. 
P. The water underneath it gushes and swirls. 

IE. One-piece swimsuit of the diver. 
P. Wet, water on it, water runs and pours down across it in the direction of head top toward legs 



down. 

SI. Red object floats in or on the water. 
P. Water gushes and swirls around in a counter clockwise fashion. 


